Heat Modeling and Material Development of Mg-Based Nanomaterials Combined with Solid Oxide Fuel Cell for Stationary Energy Storage
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Abstract: Mg-based materials have been investigated as hydrogen storage materials, especially for possible onboard storage in fuel cell vehicles for decades. Recently, with the development of large-scale fuel cell technologies, the development of Mg-based materials as stationary storage to supply hydrogen to fuel-cell components and provide electricity and heat is becoming increasingly promising. In this work, numerical analysis of heat balance management for stationary solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) systems combined with MgH$_2$ materials based on a carbon-neutral design concept was performed. Waste heat from the SOFC is supplied to hydrogen desorption as endothermic heat for the MgH$_2$ materials. The net efficiency of this model achieves 82% lower heating value (LHV), and the efficiency of electrical power output becomes 68.6% in minimizing heat output per total energy output when all available heat of waste gas and system is supplied to warm up the storage. For the development of Mg-based hydrogen storage materials, various nano-processing techniques have been widely applied to synthesize Mg-based materials with small particle and crystallite sizes, resulting in good hydrogen storage kinetics, but poor thermal conductivity. Here, three kinds of Mg-based materials were investigated and compared: 325 mesh Mg powers, 300 nm Mg nanoparticles synthesized by hydrogen plasma metal reaction, and Mg$_{50}$Co$_{50}$ metastable alloy with body-centered cubic structure. Based on the overall performances of hydrogen capacity, absorption kinetics and thermal conductivity of the materials, the Mg nanoparticle sample by plasma synthesis is the most promising material for this potential application. The findings in this paper may shed light on a new energy conversion and utilization technology on MgH$_2$-SOFC combined concept.
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1. Introduction

Energy storage/release provides a method of smoothing spikes in energy demand, as well as compensating for fluctuations in energy production from renewable sources. A high-density and low-cost energy storage technology would provide a key solution for further promoting the utilization of renewable energy around the world. In recent years, the author and their collaborators, as along with some other pioneer researchers, have proposed an energy storage/release concept using H$_2$, a renewable energy carrier, based on Mg materials for hydrogen storage, coupled with a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) [1–6]. This is based on the great advantages of Mg for energy storage application in terms of its very high energy density and the quite low cost of Mg as a raw material. The MgH$_2$-Mg system maintains a hydrogen equilibrium pressure of 1–10 bar at the operation temperature of 563–643 K (290–370 °C), providing H$_2$ to the SOFC, which generates electricity and waste heat, which is in turn used to provide energy for continued hydrogen desorption from MgH$_2$. The much
higher energy density (2600 Wh/kg, 3700 Wh/L for the materials’ lower heating value (LHV)) of the MgH$_2$-Mg system compared with current battery technology (100–265 Wh/kg, 250–730 Wh/L for the system) [6,7], combined with the lower cost of Mg (2–3 USD/kg), establishes this system as a lucrative energy storage/release method. However, heat supply is necessary for desorption of MgH$_2$ to release hydrogen. When the hydrogen storage system is operating at temperatures around 563–643 K, an additional heat source must be provided.

SOFCs [8–15], which operate at 973–1273 K (700–1000 °C), provide direct chemical to electrical energy conversion efficiencies of 45% LHV and a net efficiency (electricity plus recovered heat—combined heat and power (CHP)) of 87% LHV [16]. SOFCs also show promise in small-scale systems for residential use, where a 57% electricity generation efficiency has been demonstrated by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory [17]. When SOFCs generate electricity, exhaust gas carries a large amount of heat, which can be connected to a turbine to generate more electricity. In this work, one design is built based on a hydrogen-heat coupled MgH$_2$-SOFC combined system, which was first proposed by Shao et al. [1] Rango et al. have also performed comprehensive simulation and experimental evaluation of this design [2]. In this design, hydrogen is supplied from MgH$_2$ to SOFC, and some waste heat from SOFC is provided to MgH$_2$ as desorption endothermic heat. Here, a theoretical study of heat management in a combined MgH$_2$-SOFC system was performed, and its total waste heat flow and electrical power efficiency was simulated and compared with other SOFC systems.

Mg-based materials have been investigated as hydrogen storage candidates for decades. But the major focus has been put on development for onboard applications, such as fuel cell vehicles, in which case, a working temperature below 373 K is necessary so that the heat for the desorption reaction in Mg-based hydrides can be provided from the waste heat of the fuel cells [6,18]. Then, the desorption enthalpy and entropy should be tailored, since in a Mg-MgH$_2$ system, the desorption temperature for one atmospheric hydrogen is around 560 K [6]. This is unsuitable for onboard application. Here, based on the design of the MgH$_2$-SOFC combined system, and since it can be expected that the desorption heat for Mg-based hydrides to supply hydrogen is provided by the exhaust heat of SOFC at temperatures of around 700–1000 °C, it is possible to adopt Mg-based materials without necessary changes to their thermodynamics (enthalpy and entropy). However, good storage kinetics for the Mg-based hydrogen storage materials is a must, so that the storage materials can supply hydrogen at a sufficient rate to the SOFC component, in order to sustain certain a steady power output. Various nano-processing techniques have been adopted for Mg-based materials to enhance their hydrogen storage kinetics [19–23]. However, nanosized materials also mean a scattered transfer for photons and electrons, which causes poor thermal conductivity. Here, we suggest that Mg nanoparticles synthesized by a hydrogen plasma metal reaction method seem to be promising candidates, based on their overall performances including hydrogen capacity, absorption kinetics and thermal conductivity, through comparison with micrometer commercial Mg powders and the Mg-Co metastable nano alloy with body-centered cubic structure, which shows the lowest hydrogen absorption temperature so far reported in our previous work [1,24–26].

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Simulation of MgH$_2$-SOFC

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the proposed system based on our idea [6]. Heat management was simulated using AspenPlus software [27,28]. All the required heat for MgH$_2$ dehydrogenation comes from the waste heat of the SOFC module. Our initial calculation result was first presented in our previous work [29], and the model used for calculation has been applied in the numerical calculation by Rango et al. [2] as independent research. The detailed parameters used for the calculation are shown in the supporting information. In this work, hydrogen output from MgH$_2$ storage is fixed at 1 MPa at a fixed temperature of 643 K. The dehydrogenation rate of storage is controlled to maintain a
stationary SOFC power system. In Figure 1, the storage domains are connected by virtual material flow lines to control and simulate the dehydrogenation rate from the storage. The operating conditions are shown in Table S1. Figure 2 shows the heat flow for the design in Figure 1. Descriptions of each item shown in Figure 2 are given in Table S2.

Figure 1. Schematic of a process model for the MgH2-SOFC storage power system.

Figure 2. Detailed design of MgH2 and SOFC combined system used for modeling.

In this work, a three-dimensional steady-state single SOFC (4 cm × 4 cm) module model was developed to predict cell performance. This model considers electrochemical kinetics with mass and energy balance of gas, energy balance of solid, chemical species conservation, and electrical kinetics.
The physics used for modeling these SOFCs are popular in CFD analysis, and have been proposed previously in the literature \[30,31\]. Complete fuel utilization for electricity production is achieved by recirculating unused fuel, with a fuel utilization factor of 30% for each pass through the SOFC. In this system, the amount of waste heat produced by ohmic and resistive activation losses in the cell is controlled by loading current, in order to supply the storage without excess heat production. The current-voltage behavior (polarization curve) is shown in Figure S1, obtained by numerical simulation of this SOFC model, which shows very similar characteristics with others’ computational and experiential results \[32–35\]. This confirms the validity of our calculation model.

Counter flow heat exchangers are used for heat transfer from heated off-gas (exhaust from SOFC) to unheated gas. Both anode and cathode off-gas heat are used to maintain the H\textsubscript{2} storage tank at operating temperature using a heat exchanger “HX-3”. In all heat exchangers, the temperature of exhaust gas at the outlet side is ideally controlled so that it is equal to the temperature of all gas at the inlet side. In this work, hydrogen is produced at 1 kmol/h from MgH\textsubscript{2} storage. In steady state, the temperature of the storage tank is maintained at operating temperature by supplying waste heat from the SOFC, as mentioned above, to compensate for the endothermic reaction of MgH\textsubscript{2} dehydrogenation. The produced hydrogen is then heated to the SOFC operating temperature using HX-a. The temperature of the supplied air, with a feed rate of 3 kmol/h, is heated to the SOFC operating temperature using three heat exchangers (HX-1, HX-2, HX-c).

### 2.2. Experimental Details of Material Development

The Mg-based samples in this study include 325 mesh Mg powder sample (purity 99.8% from Alfa Aesar), Mg nanoparticles synthesized by hydrogen plasma metal reaction \[25,36\], and the Mg\textsubscript{50}Co\textsubscript{50} alloy with body-centered cubic (bcc) structure, synthesized by the ball-milling method using a Fritsch P5 planetary ball mill for 100 h \[26\]. The author has applied these nano-processing techniques extensively in previous research for development of Mg-based materials \[1\]. The structure and phase information of the samples were obtained by X-ray diffraction measurements using monochromatic Cu K\textsubscript{α} radiation. The size and morphology information were obtained by observation using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The examination of morphology in the dark field was carried out by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using JEOL JEM-2000FX. The hydrogen absorption properties were measured on a Sietvert-type measurement system. The thermal conductivity of the pressed pellet samples (325 mesh Mg, Mg nanoparticles and Mg\textsubscript{50}Co\textsubscript{50} alloy) were studied on a Netzsch LFA-457 machine \[24\].

### 3. Results and Discussion

Tables S3–S5 show the required and available waste heats from the SOFC. All heat transfer is assumed to be completed without heat loss to the surroundings. In Tables S3 and S4, the amount of required heat to maintain operation temperature is larger than that of available heat recovered by heat transfer from off-gases. To make up for this shortage, heat generated by ohmic and resistive activation losses in the SOFC are used. In Table S5, the total heat generated and consumed by the system is reported. An excess of ~9 kW of heat is recoverable from the system for use in applications such as hot water heating. In Table 1 and Figure S2, available electrical power output, heat recovery, and heat consumed by the system are shown as a fraction of the total energy output of the SOFC system. In the present work, c in Table 2. It should be noted that the operating conditions are controlled so as to output electrical power in preference to heat production, and the present work assumes no heat loss to the surroundings, complete transfer of heat among inlet and outlet gases in the heat exchangers, and complete fuel utilization (although these factors are considered in some other studies, listed in Table 2).
From the XRD pattern in Figure 3a, we can see that the 325 mesh Mg sample (purity > 99.8%) contains only Mg phase (JCPDS 35-0821, space group P63/mmc) and, based on the reflection peaks, there is no oxide. The Mg nanoparticle sample in Figure 3b shows a similar XRD pattern to the 325 mesh Mg powder sample. There is a small MgO diffraction peak at around 43°, with this oxide having been formed when the Mg nanoparticles were passivated with air [25]. This thin MgO layer is on the surface of the Mg nanoparticles, which may prevent the sample from undergoing further oxidization. The Mg50Co50 alloy, ball-milled for 100 h, shows a bcc structure (Figure 3c) [26]. From the XRD curve, we can see that the Mg50Co50 bcc alloy shows a dramatic broadening of the reflection peaks. This indicates a very fine microstructure with severe deformation and strain after the milling process. The average crystalline size of the bcc alloy is calculated to be 1–5 nm.

**Table 1.** Available electrical power output and heat recovery from SOFC and MgH2 storage system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Q (W)</th>
<th>Fraction of Total Energy Generated (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total energy generated by SOFC</td>
<td>68,970</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessary heat to sustain operation</td>
<td>21,633</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remaining energy (electrical power output)</td>
<td>47,337</td>
<td>68.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available heat recovery</td>
<td>9237</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available electrical power output + heat recovery</td>
<td>56,574</td>
<td>82.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total energy generated by SOFC</td>
<td>68,970</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** SOFC system efficiency compared with data from references.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electricity Generation</th>
<th>Heat Recovery</th>
<th>System Configuration</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68.6% LHV</td>
<td>13.4% LHV</td>
<td>SOFC + MgH2 storage unit</td>
<td>This study *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.6% LHV</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SOFC + gas recirculation unit</td>
<td>Powell et al. [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45% LHV</td>
<td>43% LHV</td>
<td>SOFC + micro CHP unit</td>
<td>Braun et al. [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51% LHV</td>
<td>71% LHV</td>
<td>SOFC + steam turbine combined</td>
<td>Rokni [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42% LHV</td>
<td>45% LHV</td>
<td>SOFC + Heat recovery unit</td>
<td>ENE-FARM [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% LHV</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SOFC electrical power generation</td>
<td>Bloom Energy [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–55% LHV</td>
<td>40% LHV</td>
<td>1 kW to MW CHP system</td>
<td>Ceres Power [40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60% LHV</td>
<td>29% LHV</td>
<td>Small scale (1.5 kW) CHP system</td>
<td>Ceramic Fuel Cells [41]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Assuming no heat loss to the surroundings, complete transfer of heat among inlet and outlet gases in the heat exchangers, and complete fuel utilization.

**Figure 3.** XRD curves of (a) 325 mesh Mg, (b) Mg nanoparticle sample, and (c) the milled Mg50Co50 alloy with bcc structure.
The SEM and TEM images in Figure 4 present the morphology of the Mg samples. The particles of the 325 mesh sample have an irregular shape, and their average size is around 30–60 µm (Figure 4a). The Mg nanoparticle sample has a size range from 100 to 700 nm, with a mean size of around 300 nm [1,25]. For the Mg50Co50 alloy with bcc structure, the particle size is around 1 to 3 µm (Figure 4c), and the crystallite size from the dark-field TEM is a few nm, which agrees with the result calculated by broadening the XRD reflection peaks.

![Figure 4. SEM images of (a) 325 mesh Mg, (b) Mg nanoparticle sample, and (c) the milled Mg50Co50 alloy with bcc structure. (d) Dark-field TEM image of the Mg50Co50 alloy.](image)

Figure 5 presents the hydrogen absorption kinetics curves of several Mg-based hydrogen storage samples. For the 325 mesh Mg powders, the hydrogen absorption kinetics at 573 K under hydrogen pressure of 1 MPa is very poor. The hydrogen capacity after a one-hour absorption process is only ca. 1 wt %, while the theoretical hydrogen capacity of Mg is 7.7 wt % for MgH2. At a temperature of 573 K, the equilibrium pressure of desorption of MgH2 to Mg phase is far below 1 MPa, which means 1 MPa initial pressure should not significantly affect hydrogen capacity [24,42]. It should be remembered that, before the hydrogen absorption of 325 mesh Mg, the sample was heat treated at 673 K; otherwise, it would not be able to absorb hydrogen [43,44]. The hydrogen absorption kinetics of the Mg50Co50 bcc alloy was conducted at 303 K, since this kind of metastable sample is able to absorb hydrogen at very low temperature due to its bcc structure and very fine microstructures (with particle sizes of a few µm and crystallite sizes of a few nm) [26]. The Mg50Co50 bcc alloy absorbs hydrogen at 303 K under a hydrogen pressure of 3.3 MPa with a capacity of 2.17 wt % in one hour. Although this bcc alloy shows quite good kinetics at very low temperature, its hydrogen capacity is limited, which hampers
its wide application as a stationary storage material. The best hydrogen absorption properties are shown in the Mg nanoparticle sample. After one hydrogen absorption cycle, the dehydrogenated Mg nanoparticles may absorb hydrogen at a very fast speed. It can absorb hydrogen with a capacity of 7.54 wt % in 29 min at 573 K, and with a capacity of 7.54 wt % in 20 min at 623 K. In fact, most of the hydrogen is absorbed in the first 5 min. The measurement temperatures of 573 and 623 K are in the working temperature range of the MgH2-SOFC combined system concept. This demonstrates the superior hydrogen absorption kinetics and capacity of the Mg nanoparticle sample synthesized by the hydrogen plasma metal reaction method [1,42]. The mechanism for downsizing on the hydrogen absorption kinetics in Mg-based nanomaterials is illustrated in Figure 6. The hydrogen absorption process is one step in forming a MgH2 layer based on the reaction between Mg and hydrogen on the surface of Mg particles. The significant kinetics difference between the Mg nanoparticles and the 325 mesh Mg is because the Mg nanomaterials show a large surface area and a small particle/grain size [6,25,45], meaning that Mg nanomaterials have a much greater contact area for the hydrogen reaction, and a much shorter diffusion distance for hydrogen diffusion during the hydrogen absorption reaction [1,6,46,47]. For real storage application, both absorption and desorption properties, including the hydrogen capacity and kinetics, are essential for hydrogen intake and subsequent supply to the SOFC component. The desorption properties and the cycle ability of the Mg-based nanoparticles by hydrogen plasma metal reaction were proved to be good at temperature ranges of 623–673 K, according to our previous investigation [25,48].

Table 3 presents the hydrogen capacity, absorption kinetics and thermal conductivity of different Mg-based materials, with their thermal conductivity being calculated from thermal diffusivity and heat capacity measurements by the laser flash technique [24]. Thermal conductivity is important, because during the hydrogen absorption and desorption of Mg samples, a large amount of heat is involved, and this heat needs to be absorbed or taken away in a sufficiently short time, otherwise the absorption and desorption reactions may be terminated [4,49,50]. From Table 3, we can see that the 325 mesh Mg sample shows a moderate thermal conductivity of 10.42 W/(m·K) compared with other samples. However, its absorption kinetics is very poor. The Mg50Co50 bcc alloy sample shows very good kinetics at near room temperature; however, its hydrogen capacity and thermal conductivity (only 0.43 W/(m·K)) are very poor. The Mg nanoparticle sample with a particle size of around 300 nm shows superior absorption kinetics and an acceptable thermal conductivity of 4.99 W/(m·K). Its theoretical hydrogen capacity of 7.7 wt % can generally be achieved at 573–623 K in less than 30 min. This demonstrates that Mg nanoparticles by hydrogen plasma metal reaction can be promising materials for use in this MgH2-SOFC stationary energy storage system.

Figure 5. Hydrogen absorption curves of different Mg-based samples (325 mesh Mg powers, Mg nanoparticles and the Mg50Co50 bcc alloy) in various conditions.
Figure 6. A schematic showing effect of nanosizing on absorption kinetics in hydrogen storage materials.

Table 3. Hydrogen storage capacity, kinetics and thermal conductivity properties of Mg-based hydrogen storage materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Hydrogen Capacity (wt %)</th>
<th>Hydrogen Absorption Kinetics</th>
<th>Thermal Conductivity (W/(m·K))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>325 mesh Mg</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>10.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg nanoparticles</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>4.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg₅₀Co₅₀ bcc alloy</td>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>superior</td>
<td>0.432</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

In this work, a heat balance simulation of the hydrogen-heat coupled MgH₂-SOFC combined system was demonstrated based on our original design. It was shown that the combined system in this work has electricity conversion efficiencies (68.6% LHV of total energy) rivaling other typical SOFC combined heat and power systems (though in the present work, ideal conditions are assumed). The heat balance simulation shows that it is feasible to operate the SOFC-MgH₂ storage unit as a stationary power system. For the material development for this MgH₂-SOFC combined system, through evaluation of the hydrogen absorption kinetics, capacity and thermal conductivity, Mg nanoparticles by hydrogen plasma metal reaction show good hydrogen absorption kinetics and high hydrogen capacity, as well as proper thermal conductivity, which demonstrates that these Mg nanoparticle samples may be promising materials for the simulated MgH₂-SOFC energy system design. This work
may shed light on a new energy conversion and utilization technology based on the MgH$_2$-SOFC combined system.

**Supplementary Materials:** The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/10/11/1767/s1, Figure S1: SOFC polarization curves. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the left and right axes, respectively, Figure S2: Available electrical power output and heat recovery from SOFC and MgH$_2$ storage system, Table S1: Operating conditions of MgH$_2$ storage and SOFC module, Table S2: Module domains and their functions, Table S3: The required heat to maintain steady-state operating conditions, Table S4: The available heat from waste heat of off-gas. Table S5: Heat balance of the MgH$_2$ storage and SOFC module.
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